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ResponsibilitiesPrimarily responsible for the legal aspects of all investigations assigned under

the responsibility of the regional hub. Responsible for assisting other IR staff in the conduct

of mandated investigations. Responsible in preparing all planned investigative approaches for

the investigations assigned under the responsibility of the hub and in line with the Siemens

Investigations Processes. Ensures that all investigations in the region adequately consider

the risks for the business from a compliance and legal perspective. Responsible for the review

of investigative findings and recommendations and provide appropriate legal evaluation

based on the evidence adduced and relevant legal environment Actively participate in the

remediation of all recommendations issued in assigned reports of investigation by the Regional

Office.CapabilitiesInnovative and able to think out of the box Self-motivated Results oriented

Teamwork focus Value orientation Cultural sensitivitySkillsfully qualified lawyer with

outstanding academic qualification In-depth knowledge of legal issues affecting investigations

Strong Communication skills Ability to identify, analyze and report on compliance risks

Analytical skills Sound Representational skillsTechnological SkillsExperience in working with

the relevant software such as MS Office, and the ability to learn and operate specific

investigative IT applications for investigationsExperienceAt least 2-3 years professional

experience in the listed duties and responsibilities; Previous international and multi-

cultural experience desiredLanguagesFluency in written and spoken English; Any other

languages used in the region a plus.EducationBachelor’s degree (in Law)
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